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Key Capital to Enhance Breakthrough Security
Solution that Makes Cryptocurrency
Private Keys Unhackable
Key Capital to develop security enhancement to integrate into the
breakthrough protection for cryptocurrency Private Keys
SCOTTSDALE, AZ, November 30, 2017 – KEY CAPITAL CORPORATION (OTC Pink: KCPC) is pleased to advise
the Company’s newly formed Fintech Division has entered into a licensing and development agreement with Crypto
Investor, Inc., to develop and integrate a hybrid blockchain/one-time pad/trusted systems solution with an existing
breakthrough transactional security product also licensed by Crypto Investor, Inc.
Target Market:
The initial target market is every cryptocurrency account holder and trader. Protecting cryptocurrency accounts has
become increasingly critical as Private Keys continue to be stolen by hackers creating significant losses. The very
nature of the distributed and anonymous blockchain architecture makes finding the perpetrators in most cases virtually
impossible and, unlike the hacking of a bank account, there is no way to receive restitution for stolen coins.
The Solution:
The Key Capital Fintech Division is to develop an enhanced authentication solution incorporating blockchain, one-time
pad (OTP), and trusted systems architectures on top of an existing SaaS solution that will be launched by Crypto
Investor in December 2017. The existing SaaS solution introduces new levels of transactional protection that renders
private cryptocurrency keys invisible to hackers by allowing users to operate in a secure, trusted environment. The
combined solution is expected to introduce unprecedented levels of protection to totally secure all aspects of
cryptocurrency transactions. The solution (available December) makes Private Keys unhackable and the
enhancements will ultimately protect the identity of the user, the transaction, and the underlying system.
Product Launch:
Crypto Investor has advised Key Capital that the initial transactional security application to protect Private Keys will be
launched through a unique Pre-ICO offer within the next 14 days. The breakthrough SaaS solution offers immediate
protection of cryptocurrency transactions and particularly Private Keys. Following development under agreement with
Crypto Investor, Key Capital will progressively provide enhanced security layers that will be available to all purchasers
of the early release SaaS security solution as free upgrades as they are made available.
Key Capital has proprietary security technology and extensive historical experience using Trusted Systems and OTP
architectures that will form the basis of the new security development enhancements and initiatives.
Christopher Nichols, CEO of Key Capital today stated: “Considering the continued and growing reports of hacking of
cryptocurrency transactions it is clearly evident the absolute protection of cryptocurrency Private Keys is paramount to
prevent loss of wealth. With over 20 million wallet accounts today and new accounts being created at an exponential
rate, Key Capital’s opportunity to develop enhanced security solutions on top of a market-ready security product for
Private Keys protection is timely. It also positions the Company for participation with Crypto Investor as potential
market leader in the rapidly expanding cryptocurrency market.”
Key Capital will update the market within the next 14 days on advice of the formal launch of the initial SaaS security
solution.
For further information:
See www.keycapitalgroup.com
Key Capital: Christopher Nichols at +1 (480) 745-2565, or info@keycapitalgroup.com
Disclaimer: Statements made in this press release that express the Company or management’s intentions, plans, beliefs, expectations or predictions of future events,
are forward-looking statements. The words “believe,” “expect,” “intend,” “estimate,” “anticipate,” “will” and similar expressions are intended to further identify such
forward-looking statements, although not all forward-looking statements contain these identifying words. Those statements are based on many assumptions and are
subject to many known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause the Company’s actual activities, results or performance to differ materially
from those anticipated or projected in such forward-looking statements. The Company cannot guarantee future financial results, levels of activity, performance or
achievements and investors should not place undue reliance on the Company’s forward-looking statements.
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